
Karen Fritz  
Speaker, Author, Solution Architect

Smart, Creative & Entertaining

L augh your way to inspiration and 
activation with Karen’s irreverent 

animations of geeky stuff. Like healing rain 
coming from the turbulence of the storm, 
Karen dances in paradox and chaos, bring-
ing forward the higher clarity to accelerate 
business impact and income. Karen brings 
deep insight alive with entertaining stories 
and experiential activities. 

Always, always, always weaving in the 
crucial nugget of each person’s unique 
work, Karen takes a stand for transform-
ing the fabric of society through business 
as a force for good. Combining that fierce 
urgency with seeing the eco-system context, and finally precise, imple-
mentable tactics and tools to begin right now, Karen gets audiences on 
their feet, in motion, taking action to bring alive heaven on earth. 

PARTIAL CLIENT LIST
• Central Valley Talk TV
• Wildly Successful Women
• Science and Non-Duality Conference
• Connecting the Dots Network
• Coleman Foundation at Fresno  

State Entrepreneurial College
• Conscious Business Connections
• Hewlett-Packard
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karen@karenfritz.com  |  970.218.0400

KAREN’S 
LATEST 
BOOK!

Karen is articulate  
and a deep soul. I loved  

her presentation. 

~ DK ~

If you have not had  
the opportunity to get  
to know Karen Fritz,  
put doing so at the top  

of your to do list! 

~ CL ~

Very captivating, funny, 
playful. A lot of fun  

to listen to. 

~ SN ~

Karen’s genius  
has transformed my 

messenger business into  
a well-oiled machine 

without compromising  
my creativity or  

Divine Guidance.  
~ RR ~



ABOUT KAREN
Karen Fritz is author of best-selling 
Purposetivity: The Feminine Face 
of Productivity for Time, Team & 
Tech, and The Art of Adventure. 
She “graduated” from corporate 
management decades ago, and has 
learned what it takes to smoothly 
run successful 7-figure entrepre-
neurial ventures while at the same 
time being hired to teach on five 
continents. 

Her unbridled exuberance about 
integrating diverse degrees and 
certifications – in tech and psych; 
quantum physics and cultural 
anthropology; business and ancient 
wisdom – ensures she “gets” what 
you’re building and helps you  
prioritize the most elegant (and 
efficient) path to results – so YOU 
can succeed on YOUR terms.

Karen raised her sons in Colorado. 
For her 50th birthday, she took 
a class and got herself a fast red 
motorcycle. Number of people 
shocked? Zero. She currently lives 
in California with her dog (The 
Dread Pirate Wigglebutt), motor-
cycles, race car, and knitting stash.

Engaging & Informative Talks
Karen engages and focuses on conscious, awake leaders innovating 
sustainable solutions that bring more joy, passion, and aliveness to the 
world. She integrates the following themes into her talks: Culture & 
Communication; Organization & Operations; Revenue & Resiliency; and 
Ease & Elegance. Here are a few examples …

Business Planning from Your Heart: FUN before funding
• Why the corporate “silo” model leads to dysfunction
• Importance of covering your bases as an evolutionary entrepreneur
• Superior performance of purpose and values based businesses
• Using Circles of Success to bring enjoyment to business planning

3 Pillars of Transformational Leadership for Your Virtual Team
• Create a harmonious team culture
• Build a resilient team that can handle change
• Minimize conflict, drama, and missed expectations
• Maximize your shared ability to achieve high-performance results 

that matter most

The Invisible Epidemic of Digital Clutter: Disguised Symptoms, 
Hidden Causes, and Simple Treatments You Can Apply Today 

• Recognize the insidious symptoms of inflamed digital clutter
• Diagnose your root cause of chronic electronic plague
• Create your custom digital treatment program

Think Outside the Clocks: Creativity, Presence, and Revenue
• Distinguish between driven by mechanical time or attending to now
• Know which technologies support your personal presence
• Have a plan to return to the flow when you find yourself stuck

For a customized keynote or breakout session to suit your audience, 
contact us: karen@karenfritz.com | 970.218.0400.
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BOOK KAREN TO CAPTIVATE YOUR AUDIENCE
For more information or to hire Karen, call 970.218.0400 or email karen@karenfritz.com. Visit us online  
at PurposeDrivenProcess.com.


